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Abstract

This paper discusses several properties of topological spaces and how they are reflected by correspond-
ing properties of the associated semi-regularization topologies. For example a space is almost locally
connected if and only if its semi-regularization is locally connected. Various separation, connected-
ness, covering, and mapping properties are considered.
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Introduction

In this paper we are concerned with the relationship between the properties of a
topological space (X, &~) and those of its semi-regularization topology (X, ^).
Cameron [2] has called a topological property R semi-regular provided that
(X, IT) has property R if and only if (X, &~s) has property R. In one sense this
paper is a continuation of the study of semi-regular properties.

Porter and Thomas [20] and Veliflco [29] have shown the importance of
semi-regularization topologies in the study of //-closed and minimal Hausdorff
spaces. Cameron [2] has applied semi-regularization techniques to the study of
5-closed spaces. Here we try to give a systematic discussion of several topological
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properties which have been introduced in the past few years by means of studying
the associated semi-regularization topologies.

In Section 2 we give a brief outline of the relevant basic properties of
semi-regularization topologies. Section 3 discusses separation properties, and
shows that the relationship between (X, J~) and (X, J~s) undergoes an interesting
change as we progress along the hierarchy of separation properties. In particular,
the condition that (X, ^) be Tx (or TQ) is stronger than requiring (X, 3~) to be
7i (or r0); for Hausdorff (T2) and Urysohn (r2i) these conditions are equivalent,
while the condition (X, J~s) being (completely) regular is weaker than requiring
(X, J") to be (completely) regular. In Section 4 we are concerned with connected-
ness properties, and some of our results improve some recent theorems of Macuso
[12]. Section 5 is a short collection of results dealing with covering properties
which have appeared scattered in the literature, but which fit nicely into our
framework. The material in Section 6 indicates how some recent work on
variations of continuity can be interpreted in this setting by suitable changes of
topology on either domain or codomain spaces. We provide a small sample of the
possible results which can be generated by taking this approach.

The topological spaces are not assumed to satisfy any separation axioms,
except those explicitly stated.

2. Semi-regular topologies

In a topological space (X, y) a set A is called !T regular open if A —
S"mi(Jc\A) and ^regular closed if A = ^"cl(^int A). We let RO(X, F)
denote the collection of all regular open sets in (X, &~). Since the intersection of
two regular open sets is regular open, the family of ^"regular open sets forms a
base for a smaller topology S~s on X, called the semi-regularization of y. The
space (A', 3~) is said to be semi-regular if Ts = 3~. Any regular space is semi-regu-
lar, but the converse is false.

In [29], Veliclco introduced the notion of 8-open and 8-closed sets in a space
{X, $~). A point x G Xis said to be a 8-cluster point of the subset A of (X, $~) if
A n U ¥= 0 ior every ^"regular open set U containing x. The set of all 8-cluster
points of A is called the 8-closure of A and denoted by [A]s. If A = [A]s then A is
called 8-closed, and the complement of a 8-closed set is called 8-open. For any
space ( X, &~) the collection of all 8-open sets forms a topology 3~s on X, and the
definitions of 8-adherent point, 8-closure, 8-convergence of filterbases and so on
are the usual definitions applied to the topology $~s. A basic fact which we shall
exploit is that ^ = ^ .
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Throughout this paper we use the Bourbaki notation 3~aA to denote
^"int(^cl A), often suppressing the ^"when there is no confusion possible. We
now give some basic results for semi-regularization topologies that we shall
require. It is clear that any property which is preserved by enlargement (or
expansion) of topologies will be carried over from (X, ^) to (X, J~).

LEMMA 1. Bourbaki [1,3 a) and d), page 117]. If A and B are disjoint open sets in
(X, $~), then $~a{A) and$~a(B) are disjoint open sets in (X, ^) containing A and
B respectively.

LEMMA 2. KatStov [7, Satz 1.3]. Let (Y, <%) be a regular space. Iff: (X,J~)->
(Y, <%) is continuous, thenf: {X, &l) -» (Y, <%) is continuous.

LEMMA 3. Herrington [5, Remark 2.1]. Semi-regularization topologies are pre-
served by topological (Tychonoff)products.

While semi-regularization topologies behave well with respect to products, they
do not behave well with respect to subspaces. For example, we can have the
extreme case of A c (X, $~) and fs/A being indiscrete while (&/A)s is discrete.
Choose (X, $~) to be an infinite set with the cofinite topology and A to be any
finite subset of X. Our next result shows that for two classes of subsets all is well.

LEMMA 4. Let A c (X, &~). If A is open or dense then
(a) RO(A, $7A) = {V n A: V e RO(X,

PROOF. We need only prove (a), since (b) follows immediately from (a).
First let .4 be open and let W e RO(A, F/A). Then {^/A)c\{W) = $~C\(W) n

A, hence (y/A)a(W) = (fa(W)) n A = V n A, where V = ^a{W) e
RO(X, y\

Conversely, let V e RO(X, f) and W = V C\ A. Then (^A)a(W) =
^"int(^cl(F n A) n A) = ^"int(^"cl(F) O A) = ^a(V) DA = VnA = W,
hence W e RO(A, S/A).

Next let A be dense. Then the result follows from the proof of Theorem 4.1 in
[22].

The last result we require is the fact that the process of semi-regularizing a
topological space is an idempotent operation. The proof of this depends on the
observation that the family of all regularly open subsets of (A', &1) coincides with
the collection of all regularly open subsets of (X, ^ r ) , ([1, page 138, 20b] and [20,
12.13]).

LEMMA 5. For any topological space (X,
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3 . Separation properties

The fact that the Hausdorff property is shared by a topological space and its
semi-regularization has been known for some time, for example see Bourbaki [1,
page 138]. A proof of Proposition 1 comes immediately from Lemma 1 and the
general comment about properties preserved by enlargements of topologies.

PROPOSITION 1. (X, F) is Hausdorff if and only if(X, 3T) is Hausdorff.

The situation is quite different for the To and 7\ properties.

PROPOSITION 2. If(X, J~s) is To {respectively Tx) then {X, J~) is To (respectively
7\), but the converse is false.

PROOF. The positive statement follows from the containment ^ c <T. Next, let
(X, 5~) be an infinite set with the cofinite topology. Then (X, fT) is Tlf but
(X, &l) is the indiscrete topology and so is not even To.

On the other hand, the Urysohn (or T2i) property behaves like T2. Steen and
Seeback [27, pages 13 and 15] call a Urysohn space by the term completely
Hausdorff, and use Urysohn for spaces called functionally Hausdorff by other
authors.

PROPOSITION 3 [7, Remark 3.4]. (X, F) is Urysohn (respectively, functionally
Hausdorff) if and only if(X, J~s) is Urysohn (respectively functionally Hausdorff).

PROOF. One implication is clear since T2i is preserved by enlargement [27, page
14]. Conversely, let (X, F) be Urysohn and a, b be distinct points of X. There are
yopen sets U and V such that a <= U, 6 e F and UnV= 0. Then a(U) and
a(V) are^open, a e U c a(U) and b e V c a(V), and

^ c l ( a ( ( / ) ) n ^ c l ( a ( F ) ) = ^ c l ( a ( ( / ) ) n ^ c l ( a ( F ) ) c UC\V= 0.

Thus (X,J~S) is Urysohn. The proof for functionally Hausdorff follows from
Lemma 2.

As Steen and Seeback have observed [27, Example 66] the higher separation
properties are not in general preserved by enlargement of topologies. This is one
reason for the very different relationship between the (complete) regularity of
(X, $~) and (X, $~s), from that exhibited by the Hausdorff property in Proposi-
tion 1.
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The class of almost regular spaces was introduced and studied by Singal and
Arya [22].

DEFINITION l.(X, $~) is said to be almost regular if for each ̂ regularly closed
subset A of X and each point x e X - A there are disjoint ^"open sets U and V
such that A <z U and x e V.

We observe that Singal and Arya [22, Example 3.1 and Remark 3.2] have
shown that there are almost regular spaces which are not regular, and that almost
regularity and semi-regularity are independent notions. Our next result provides
the fundamental relationship between these concepts, and was noted by Hermann
[9, page 218].

THEOREM l.(X, J~) is almost regular if and only if(X, ^s) is regular.

PROOF. Let (X, &~) be almost regular, C be a &~s closed subset of X and
x e X - C. Now C = D{C,: / e / } where C, is ̂ regularly closed for each i e /.
Thus there is some,/ e / such that x e X — Cj. So there are disjoint yopen sets U
and V such that C c Cj a U and x e V. By Lemma 1, there are disjoint ^ open
sets U' and V such that C c £ / c { / ' a n d x e ( / c ( / ' . Hence (X, ^ ) is regular.

Conversely, let C be a ^regularly closed set and x e X - C. Since (A', ^7) is
regular, there are disjointTs open sets {/and Fsuch that C c I/and x e V. Since
5J c .7", (X, f) is almost regular.

COROLLARY 1. Regularity is not a semi-regular property, but almost regularity is.

PROOF. The half-disc topology [27, Example 78] is a space (X, X) which is not
regular, while its semi-regularization (X, &~s) is the usual topology on the closed
upper half plane, and so (X, J~s) is regular, indeed metrizable.

Applying Theorem 1 to the space (X, J~s) and using Lemma 5 shows that
(X, ys) is almost regular if and only if it is regular. But from Theorem 1, (X, ^)
is regular if and only if (X, $~) is almost regular. Thus almost regularity is a
semi-regular property.

COROLLARY 2 [22, Theorem 3.1]. (X, $~) is semi-regular and almost regular if
and only if it is regular.

Papi6 [19, Theorem 2] has proved one half of Theorem 1 for Hausdorff spaces.
Theorem 1 can be used to give direct alternative proofs of several of the results of
Singal and Arya [22]. For example, the characterizations of almost regularity
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given in [22, Theorem 2.2] can be obtained from Theorem 1 and standard
characterizations of regularity. Indeed, the result can be generalized by replacing
regularly open (closed) by ̂  open (closed) throughout. Similarly, their theorem
for products of almost regular spaces [22, Theorem 5.1] follows directly from
Theorem 1 above, the fact that regularity is preserved by products, and Lemma 3.
Lemma 4 and the fact that regularity is hereditary shows that almost regularity is
inherited by open subspaces and dense subspaces (see [22, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2]).
Papic [19, Theorem 4] has proved the result for open subspaces by quite a
different method.

We can use our previous results to obtain an improvement of [22, Theorem 3.2].
Propositions 1 and 2 indicate that (X, &~) is Hausdorff is a stronger condition

PROPOSITION 4. / / {X, S~) is almost regular and {X, &l) is To then {X, &~) is
Urysohn.

PROOF. We have that (X, $~s) is regular by Theorem 1, and TQ, and therefore it
is T3 and hence T2i. So Proposition 3 implies that (X, &~) is T2u

Almost completely regular spaces were introduced by Singal and Arya [23], and
studied there and in [25].

DEFINITION 2. {X, $~) is almost completely regular if for each ̂ "regularly closed
set A and for each point x e X - A there is a continuous function/: (X,
[0,1] such that/(x) = 1 and/(^) = 0.

The relationship between (X, $~) and (X, ^) is this context has been consid-
ered by Singal and Mathur [25]. Our next result improves their Theorem 2.1.

THEOREM 2. (X,$~) is almost completely regular if and only if (X, ^) is
completely regular.

PROOF. Let K be a^closed set and x e X - K. So K = f){Aa: a e &} where
each Aa is ^"regularly closed, and x e X - Ap for some /? e A. Since (X, y) is
almost completely regular, there is a continuous function/: (X, &~) -» [0,1] such
that f(x) = 1 and f(Ap) = 0. Now [0,1] is regular, so that by Lemma 2, / :
(X, $]) -* [0,1] is continuous. Furthermore, f(x) - 1 and K c Afi implies f(K)
= 0. Hence (X, ^) is completely regular.

The converse is [25, Corollary 2.1].
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Again, we can use Theorem 2 to provide direct alternative proofs of several of
the results of [23] and [25]. For example, [25, Theorem 2.2] which is a generaliza-
tion of Theorem 3.5 of [23], follows from Theorem 2, Lemma 2 and standard
characterizations of complete regularity. The theorem for products of almost
completely regular spaces [23, Theorem 3.9] follows from Theorem 2, Lemma 3
and the fact that complete regularity is preserved by products. Since complete
regularity is hereditary, Lemma 4 shows that any open subspace of an almost
completely regular spaces is almost completely regular. An alternative proof has
been given for this result by Singal and Mathur [25, Theorem 3.1].

Using Theorem 2 and Lemma 5 we can see that although complete regularity is
not a semi-regular property, almost complete regularity is.

4. Connectedness properties

The fact that a space and its semi-regularization topology share connectedness
follows from the next result. We denote by Clo( X, $~) the collection of all subsets
of (X, 3~) which are both ̂ bpen and ^"closed.

PROPOSITION 5. Q\o(X, $~) = Clo(Z, ^ ) .

PROOF. If G e Clo(Ar, J~) then G is ^"regularly open and hence J~s open.
Furthermore X - G is also J, open. Thus G e Clo(Ar, J~s). On the other hand,
Clo(Ar, ^ ) c Clot*, $~) since^ c F.

COROLLARY 3. (X, F) is connected if and only if(X, &1) is connected.

While connectedness is a semi-regular property, path connectedness is not.

PROPOSITION 6. If(X, J~) is path connected then (X, &1) is path connected, but
the converse is false.

PROOF. Since ^ c y, if / : [0,1] -» X is a path in (X, $~) then / is a path in
(X, &1). However, if (X, &) is a countably infinite set with the cofinite topology
then it is not path connected [27, Example 18]. But (X, &~s) is indiscrete and hence
is path connected. A more complex example is the countable complement
extension topology (X, J") on the real line described by Steen and Seebach [27,
Example 63]. Then (X, $~) is totally pathwise disconnected, while (X, J~s) is the
usual topology on the real line and so is path connected.

PROPOSITION 1. Let A <Z(X, S~). If A is STS disconnected then A is &discon-
nected, and the converse is true if A is 3'open, but false in general.
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P R O O F . That A is 3TS disconnected implies A is ^"disconnected follows directly

If A is ^bpen and ̂ disconnected then A = G U H where G and H are disjoint
non-empty sets. Since A is ^"open, A c a(G) U a(H\ and a(G) and

a( / / ) are disjoint S~s open non-empty sets, so that A is ^ disconnected.
If (X, IT) is an infinite set with the cofinite topology then ?TS is the indiscrete

topology. Let a =£ b e X and A = {a, b). Then A is ^"disconnected but A \sJ~s

connected.

DEFINITION 3. (X, S~) is called weakly locally connected if each component of
(X, S") is ̂ "open ([1], page 156 and [14], Section 3).

We observe that every connected space is weakly locally connected, and every
locally connected space is weakly locally connected, but the converses are false.
The next result follows immediately from Theorem 5 of [14] and Proposition 7
above.

PROPOSITION 8. (X, f) is weakly locally connected if and only if (X, &l) is
weakly locally connected, that is, weakly locally connected is a semi-regular property.

We note that Cameron [2, Theorem 10] has proved that {X, J~) is extremally
disconnected if and only if (X, $]) is extremally disconnected.

The class of almost locally connected spaces has been recently introduced and
studied by Mancuso [12].

DEFINITION 4. (A', ^") is almost locally connected at a point p e X if each T
regularly open neighbourhood of p contains a connected ^"open neighbourhood
of p. (X, &~) is almost locally connected if it is almost locally connected at each
of its points.

Mancuso [12, Example 3.4] has cited the countable complement extension
topology on the reals [27, Example 63] to show that there are spaces which are
almost locally connected and not locally connected. Our next result gives the
relationship between these concepts.

THEOREM 3 (X, f) is almost locally connected if and only if (X, ^ ) is locally
connected.

PROOF. Let (X, $~) be almost locally connected, p e X and G b e a ^ open
neighbourhood of p. There is a ̂ "regularly open neighbourhood V of p such that
KcG.By Definition 4 there is a ̂ connected ^"open set W such thatp e W c V.
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Thus p ^ W<z y<x(w) c ya(V) = Vc G, and J~a{W) is ^connected. Hence
J~a(W) is a J~s connected and J~s open neighbourhood of p, so that (X, ^) is
locally connected.

Conversely, let p e X and G be a ^"regularly open neighbourhood of p. Since
(X, ?TS) is locally connected there is a ^ open 3~s connected neighbourhood
W c G of />. By Proposition 7, W is ̂ connected, so that (X, $") is almost locally
connected at/?.

COROLLARY 4. If (X, $~) is locally connected then {X, f s ) is locally connected,
but the converse is false.

COROLLARY 5 [12, Proposition 3.3]. If (X, f) is semi-regular then it is locally
connected if and only if it is almost locally connected.

Theorem 3 can be used to provide direct alternative proofs of some of the
results of Mancuso [12]. For example, his product theorem for almost locally
connected spaces [12, Theorem 3.21] follows from Theorem 3, Corollary 3, the
corresponding result for local connectedness [5, 4.3, page 113] and Lemma 3.
Theorem 3 also allows us to improve some of the theorems of [12]. The next result
generalizes Theorem 3.5 of [12], and is proved by appealing to Theorem 3,
Proposition 7, and the corresponding result for local connectedness [5, Theorem
4.2 page 113].

PROPOSITION 9. (X, T) is almost locally connected if and only if components of^
open sets are^ open.

Remark 3.6(b) of Mancuso [12] indicates that any almost locally connected
space is weakly locally connected, and this is also immediate from the previous
proposition. We now provide an example of a space which is weakly locally
connected but not almost locally connected.

EXAMPLE. Let (X, S~) be the space Q U {\/2~} where Q, the rationals, has the
usual topology as a subspace of R, while each open neighbourhood of /2~ is a
cofinite set. Then (A", J~) is Tv connected and hence weakly locally connected.
However A ' - { v ^ } = Q is totally disconnected, thus is not weakly locally
connected, and therefore is not almost locally connected. Hence by Mancuso [12,
Theorem 3.9], (X, &~) is not almost locally connected.

The above example shows that the weakly locally connected analogue of [12,
Theorem 3.9] is false, and provides a countable space (A", $") which is a Tv
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weakly locally connected, compact, nondiscrete space with a dispersion point.
Compare [12, Corollary 3.10].

Lemma 4 and Theorem 3 can be used to prove the following improvement of
[12, Theorem 3.8].

PROPOSITION 10. Let A be a !TS open subspace of an almost locally connected space
(X, T). Then (A, F/A) is almost locally connected.

Theorem 3 and Lemma 5 reveal that almost locally connected is a semi-regular
property.

5. Covering properties

The class of nearly compact spaces was introduced by Singal and Mathur [24],
and has since been considered by several authors, see [3, 6, 10, 15, 28 for
example]. A space (X, $~) is called nearly compact if every open cover of X has a
finite subfamily, the interiors of the closures of whose members cover X. The
fundamental relationship between this concept and the compactness of {X, ^)
was given by Carnahan [3, Theorem 4.1].

THEOREM 4. (X, y) is nearly compact if and only if(X, J~s) is compact.

A space (X, IT) is called nearly paracompact [21] if every ^"regularly open
cover of X has a locally finite open refinement. If (X, ^) is paracompact it is
clear that (X, S~) is nearly paracompact. The converse can be proved by using the
following characterization given by Singal and Arya [21]. A space (X, y) is
nearly paracompact if and only if every ̂ "regularly open cover of X has a locally
finite ^"regularly open refinement. So we have the following result which was
proved by another method by Noiri [17, Theorem 3].

THEOREM 5. (X, J~) is nearly paracompact if and only if(X, J~s) is paracompact.

The existence of spaces which are nearly compact but not compact [24], and
nearly paracompact but not paracompact [21, Example 1.1], show that compact-
ness and paracompactness are not semi-regular properties.

The notion of nearly compactness was localized by Carnahan [3], by introduc-
ing iV-closed subsets of a topological space. The subset A of (AT, $~) is said to be
iV-closed if for every cover <2fof A by ̂ "open sets in X, there is a finite subfamily
{Uv U2,...,Un) of "Usuch thatXcUf 3~aU{. i = 1,2,...,n}. Noiri [15, Theorem
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3:1] showed that A is N-closed in (X, &~) if and only if A is compact in (X, ^).
Thus (A', tT) can be defined to be locally nearly compact if each point of X has
an open neighbourhood whose closure is a nearly compact subset of (X, 3~\ The
proof of Lemma 2.1 of Herrington [6] reveals that if (X, &1) is locally compact
then (X, &~) is locally nearly compact. The converse has been proved by
Carnahan [3, Theorem 4.5] with the additional condition that (X, $~) is Haus-
dorff. The next result generalizes this to arbitrary topological spaces.

THEOREM 6. (X, f) is locally nearly compact if and only if (X, fs) is locally
compact.

PROOF. Let (X, &~) be locally nearly compact and let x e X. Then there is an
open neighbourhood U of x such that ^cl U is nearly compact in (A', &~). The
regularly open set V = ^aU is a ̂ s open neighbourhood of x and ^ c l V = ^cl V
= Jc\ U. Hence^cl Vis compact in (X, fs) by [10, Theorem 3.1]. Thus (X, &~s)
is locally compact.

The converse statement is proved in [6, Lemma 2.1].

These theorems can provide direct proofs of many of the results in the
literature but only Herrington [6, Theorems 2.1, 3.5] seems to have taken this
approach. For example, most of the characterizations of nearly compact spaces
given by Joseph [10] and Thompson [28] follow from Theorem 4, standard results
for compact spaces and the observation that a-convergence [10] and w-conver-
gence [28] of a filterbase .Fin (X, &~) are equivalent to convergence of .Fin
(X, &l). The well-known result that the product of a compact space and a
paracompact space is paracompact, Lemma 3 and Theorems 4 and 5, give a direct
proof of Theorem 5.1 of Singal and Arya [21]. The next result improves Theorem
4.1 of Noiri [15] and Theorem 4.1 of Singal and Mathur [25].

PROPOSITION 11. Every locally nearly compact Hausdorff space is almost com-
pletely regular.

PROOF. By Theorem 6 and Proposition 1,(X, &l) is locally compact Hausdorff,
and therefore completely regular [5, 6.4, page 238]. Hence by Theorem 2, {X, &~)
is almost completely regular.

Cameron [2] has shown that there are some covering properties which are
semi-regular properties, namely quasi-7/-closed and 5-closed. (X, &~) is called
quasi-//-closed (S-closed) if every open (semiopen) cover of X has a finite
subfamily whose closures cover X.
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We can use Theorems 4 and 5 together with Lemma 5 to show that nearly
compactness and nearly paracompactness are also semi-regular properties.

6. Mapping properties

Three variations of continuity which have been studied recently are relevant to
our considerations. Almost continuity was introduced by Singal and Singal [26],
5-continuity by Noiri [18] and super-continuity by Munshi and Bassan [13], and
the basic properties of these classes of mappings were investigated in these papers.

DEFINITION 5. A function/: (X, $~) -* (Y, <&) is called
i) almost continuous (abbreviated as AC)
ii) 8-continuous
iii) super-continuous (abbreviated as SC)

if for each x e X and each <# open set V containing f(x) there is a ̂ "open set U
containing x such that

i)f(U) c <%aV,
ii)/(at/) c WaV,
iii)/(at/) c V, respectively.

Provided the domain or codomain spaces (or both) are retopologized ap-
propriately, then these three concepts coincide with the usual notion of continu-
ity. Specifically, we have the following result whose proof is straightforward.

PROPOSITION 12. Letf: (X,&~)-» (Y, <%) be a function. Then
i)fisAC if and only iff: {X, f) -» {Y, <%s) is continuous,
ii) / is 8-continuous if and only iff: (X, ^) -* (Y, <2fJ) is continuous,
iii) / is SC if and only iff: (X, 3~s) -» (Y, <%) is continuous.

We can prove directly, by using Theorem 4 and Proposition 12, three analogues
of the standard result that compactness is a continuous invariant.

PROPOSITION 13. Letf: (X, $~) -»(Y, <%) be a surjection.
i) If f is AC and (X, &~) is compact, then (Y,^) is nearly compact.
ii) / / / is 8-continuous and (X, &~) is nearly compact, then (Y,$t) is nearly

compact.
iii) Iff is SCand(X, f) is nearly compact, then (Y, <%) is compact.

These results have appeared as [24, Theorem 3.2], [18, Theorem 5.8] and [13,
Theorem 4.1] respectively.

Corresponding to Proposition 12 we make the following definitions.
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DEFINITION 6. A function/: (X, 9") -»(Y, W) is called
i) almost-open iff:(X,ys)-*(Y,<%) is open,
ii) 8-open iff: (X, 9]) -» (Y, %) is open,
iii) super-open iff: (X, $~) -»(Y, <WS) is open.

DEFINITION 7. A function/: (X, ST) -> (y, # ) is called
i) star-closed if f: (X, 9~s) ^> (Y,<%)is closed,
ii) 8-closediff: (X,9~s)-> (Y, %) is closed,
iii) super-closed if / : (Jf, .7") -»(y, <#,) is closed.

We note that Singal and Singal [26] defined the classes of almost-open (and
almost-closed) maps in terms of images of regular open (regular-closed) sets being
open (closed), and Noiri [18] has defined S-closed maps similarly. Star-closed
maps were introduced by Herrington [6], and should not be confused with
almost-closed mappings. Each star-closed map is almost-closed but the converse
is false.

We can now consider the question of the preservation of the almost locally
connected property under appropriate classes of maps, raised by Mancuso [12,
Remark 3.22]. By using Theorem 3, Proposition 12 and Definitions 6 and 7, we
can obtain three analogues of each of the standard results for local connectedness,
namely the continuous open (continuous closed) image of a locally connected
space is locally connected.

PROPOSITION 14. Let f: (X, 9~) -»(Y, <%) be a surjection.
i) / / / is almost-open (or star-closed) and SC and (X, 9~) is almost locally

connected, then (Y,<$t)is locally connected.
ii) / / / is 8-open (or 8-closed) and 8-continuous and (X, J~) is almost locally

connected, then (Y,<%) is almost locally connected.
iii) If f is super-open (or super-closed) and AC and (X, $~) is locally connected,

then (Y,%) is almost locally connected.

PROPOSITION 15. / / / : (X, $~) -»(Y, *%) is SC, star-closed and surjective, and
f'l(y) is N-closedfor each pointy e Y, then

i) if(X, 3~) is Hausdorff, (Y,<V) is Hausdorff, and
ii) if(X, &~) is almost regular, (Y, <%) is regular.

PROOF. Under the given conditions,/: (X, 9~s) -> (Y, %) is a perfect map. Now
i) follows from Proposition 1 and Dugundji [5, 5.2(1), page 235], while ii) follows
from Theorem 1 and [5, 5.2(2), page 235].

Similar proofs yield our final two results.
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PROPOSITION 16. / / / : (A', 5") -* (Y, <&) is 8-continuous, 8-closed andsurjective,
andf~l(y) is N-closedfor each pointy e Y, then

i) if(X, S~) is Hausdorff, (Y,<&) is Hausdorff, and
ii) if(X, F) is almost regular, (Y,<%) is almost regular.

PROPOSITION 17. / / / : (X,f)^> (Y, <%) is AC, super-closed and surjective, and
iff'l{y) is compact for each point y e Y, then

i) if(X, $~) is Hausdorff, (Y,<V) is Hausdorff, and
ii) if(X, F) is regular, (T, # ) is almost regular.
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